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OVERVIEW

The “PPP” and what it means for your credits

How do schools plan to re-open in the fall?

What does the State fiscal landscape look-like?

Deep Dive – California Schools

Q&A with Investors
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PARTICIPANTS

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS:

ZIEGLER HOSTS:
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SPEAKER BIO

Scott Rolfs joined Ziegler in 1992. As a Managing Director, he is responsible for the management of the
K12 & Charter finance team. Scott works directly with nonprofit organizations nationwide in addition to
responsibilities managing the overall group. He is involved in day to day operations as it relates to
Ziegler’s underwriting capabilities for private K-12, charter schools and faith-based organizations. During
Scott’s tenure as manager, his practice lines at Ziegler have financed in excess of $3.6 billion for non-profit
organizations nationwide.

This broad experience allows him to be well versed in many different modes of financing solutions
including tax-exempt bonds, taxable bonds, bank structures and early stage seed capital finance. He can
also provide advice and guidance on interest rate hedging strategies, debt capacity and derivative
instruments.

Scott is a well-known author on topics related to 501(c)(3), educational and faith based organizations. He
has been frequently quoted on finance topics in many national media organizations including the Wall
Street Journal, NPR, The Bond Buyer, The Los Angeles Times and the Atlanta Journal Constitution, among
others.

Scott received his B.S. in business and economics from Ripon College and a Juris Doctorate from the
University of Wisconsin.

Scott Rolfs – Managing Director, Head of K-12 & Charter School Finance Practice
ZIEGLER
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PPP: SUMMARY OF LOANS AT MAY 23, 2020

Round One + Round Two:

5,511 4,426,118 $511,231,948,095 $115,503

Participating Lenders Unique Loans Funded Total Loan Dollars Funded Average Loan Size

SOURCE: U.S. Small Business Administration PPP report at May 23, 2020.
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PPP: SUMMARY FOR INVESTORS

Loans to schools are unsecured

Interest rate of 1.0% on a two-year amortization

Likely 90-100% will be forgivable grant

SBA certification of need generally resolved (< $2mm no questions)

Ziegler encouraging EMMA postings of loans

Will need to possibly work on additional debt waiver post 6-30 or 8-31 
fiscal year ends
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SPEAKER BIO

Dr. Eucker has served as the Executive Director of STEM School Highlands Ranch since 2012. When she
joined the school, it was struggling as one of the lowest performing schools in Douglas County. Within
one year, under Eucker's leadership, the school went from a Colorado school grade of “F” to “A.” It moved
from being one of the lowest-performing schools in Colorado to being ranked 12th out of 333 high
schools. Today, the school serves approximately 1,800 students in grades K-12, and is ranked 9th out of all
Colorado schools. Last year, the school posted the highest ACT scores in the Douglas County School
District and students earned top academic awards locally, regionally, and nationally.

Dr. Eucker’s educational background includes a Doctorate in Educational Leadership and Innovation and a
Master’s in Curriculum and Instruction, both from the University of Colorado, School of Education.
Additionally, Dr. Eucker holds a Bachelor's of Science in Geology from the University of Georgia and was a
Fellow for the National Academy for Science and Mathematics.

Prior to joining STEM School Highlands Ranch, Dr. Eucker designed and partnered with industry leaders to
develop the high achieving K-8 STEM Magnet Lab School in Adams 12 Five Star Schools. As the inaugural
principal, Dr. Eucker worked with staff and industry partners to create a unique model for STEM education.
Her award-winning work in Adams 12 includes some of the highest academic growth scores for students
and the highest teacher satisfaction scores of any school in the district. She was a member of the original
team to develop the Colorado statewide science standards, presents regularly at state and national
conferences, and has published several papers focused on assessment and standards.

Dr. Penny Eucker
STEM SCHOOL HIGHLANDS RANCH
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RE-OPENING CHARTER SCHOOLS
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RE-OPENING CHARTER SCHOOLS
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RE-OPENING CHARTER SCHOOLS
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BUDGETING FOR NEXT YEAR
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BUDGETING FOR NEXT YEAR
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STATE FISCAL LANDSCAPE



SPEAKER BIO

Jessica Wood is a Senior Director in the US Public Finance Ratings Group, and the sector leader and group
spokesperson for the not-for-profit higher education and charter school groups. She is based in Chicago,
and co-leads a team of education analysts throughout the country. Jessica is actively involved in all
aspects of the education practices including criteria development, and she serves as chair for many
education committees. Jessica is also the lead analyst for several high profile universities. Jessica joined
S&P Global in March 2010 and has analytical responsibility for a diverse portfolio of public and private
colleges and universities, research institutions, cultural institutions, privatized housing projects, and
charter schools throughout the United States.

Prior to joining S&P Global, Jessica worked as an investment banking associate at Lincoln International,
coordinating middle market M&A transactions in various sectors, specializing in business services. Prior to
her tenure at LI, Jessica worked as an investment banking associate director in debt capital markets for J.P.
Morgan Chase.

Jessica has authored numerous publications and special reports on the education sector, and is a current
board member of Chicago chapter or Women in Public Finance.

Jessica holds an MBA in finance and accounting from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business,
and a BS in Mathematics and Economics, cum laude from Wake Forest University.

Jessica Wood - Senior Director and Sector Leader
S&P GLOBAL
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CALIFORNIA CHARTER SCHOOLS



SPEAKER BIO

Colin leads CCSA’s government affairs team to ensure charter schools have a favorable legislative, budget,
finance and regulatory environment at the state level through liaison with state agencies, boards and
commissions, the State Legislature and Governor’s Office. Colin also works with Association staff and
membership to interpret and implement legislative, budget and regulatory actions of the state and to
represent members concerns in Sacramento. Colin holds an MBA from UC Irvine, and developed expertise
on state budget, finance and education policy at the California Bureau of State Audits, Department of
Finance and Department of Education prior to joining CCSA.

Colin Miller – Vice President, Government Affairs
CALIFORNIA CHARTER SCHOOLS ASSOCIATION
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Current State of Affairs
School Closures through the End of School Year
Held Harmless from Funding Loss this Fiscal Year
Charters Rally to Respond to Crisis
Shift to “What’s Next” focus on safe restart under 
unprecedented Budget constraints
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State Budget Overview
22% decline in state revenue, while demand for 
services increases
$54 billion state deficit over two years
Reserves, elimination of new proposals, fund transfers 
and federal funds help offset the loss
Funding reductions still needed to balance budget
An immediate deferral of June payment to July, and 
more planned for next year



Proposed Budget Solution
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Education and Proposition 98
$19 billion decline in Proposition 98 guarantee 
over three years
Some hits offset by reserves, transfers, and new 
federal funds. 
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Proposed K-12 Prop 98 
Impact 
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Budget Impact on Schools
10% reduction in LCFF funding for 2020-21
Significant Apportionment deferrals impact cash flow
No increase (or cut) for SB 740 Charter Facility Grants
Restart issues and charter issues not yet explicitly 
addressed
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LCFF Reduction
No Cut for 2019-20
Cut in 2020-21 is 10% or 7.69%
About $652 on Base LCFF grants- (adjust for 
supplements)
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Apportionment Deferrals
2019-20, the Budget proposes to defer $1.9 billion of 
LCFF apportionments due in June 2020 to July 2020
$3.4 billion deferral in 2020-21
Hardship Exemptions for Spring 2021 Deferrals
CCSA is working on Loan Resources 
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Next Steps
Legislative Budget Hearing Budget Adoption 
required by June 15
Budget revisions may be required as 
circumstances change
Some re-open and charter issues may be pushed 
to later
More Federal Funding will be Critical



FOLLOW UP Q & A

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

For any follow up assistance, please contact your 
Ziegler coverage representative or 

Scott Rolfs at srolfs@ziegler.com
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DISCLAIMER
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